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Libertarianism: for and against, libertarianism: For and Against offers dueling perspectives on the scope of legitimate government. Tibor R. Machan, a well-known
political philosopher with libertarian convictions, argues for a minimal government devoted solely to protecting individual rights. 
Libertarianism and the State, second, unless one holds implausibly, in my view that libertarianism recog- nizes certain crimes against society (eg, murder, assault,
theft), the members of society in general have no enforcement rights with respect to some specific rights violations, except as authorized. 
Libertarianism without foundations, he announces that he was converted to libertarianism by the decisive force of the arguments,- but no such arguments appear in
the book. That the only morally permissible state would be the minimal nightwatchman state, a state limited to protecting people against murder, assault. 
Self-ownership and world ownership: Against left-libertarianism, abstract Left-libertarianism is a version of Lockean libertarianism that combines the idea that each
person is the full rightful owner of herself and the idea that each person should have the right to own a roughly equal amount of the world's resources. This essay
argues against. 
Libertarianism and Frankfurt's attack on the principle of alternative possibilities, to decisions. I criticize his attempt in Libertarianism and the Avoidability of
Decisions (forthcoming in Faith and Philosophy), employing considerations similar to those that I have used above against Frankfurt. For Fischer's response. 
Libertarian propositions on violence within and between nations: A test against published research results, its broader sense, to totalitarianism. Therefore for this test
against the literature, libertarianism will be understood in terms of civil liberties and political rights, without the requirement of a free market. In effect, what is being
tested. 
Libertarianism Against Economism: How Economists Misunderstand Voters, and Why Libertarians Should Care, economists and libertarians alike lavish praise on
Smith's insight, but th considerable disagreement about Keynes's claim. It resonates strongly with cally literate libertarians. They usually put part of the blame for
statist policies seeking special interests, but more. 
Libertarianism and skepticism about free will: Some arguments against both, on one way of putting things, incompatibilism is the view that in some important sense
free will (and/or moral responsibility) is incompatible with determinism. Incompatibilism is typically taken to come in two species: lib-ertarianism, which holds that
we are free. 
Libertarianism, other individuals. These are laws whose function is to protect human beings against encroachment by others; and this, as we have seen, is (according
to libertarianism) the sole function of government. Libertarians also reject. 
The luck argument against event-causal libertarianism: It is here to stay, abstract The luck argument raises a serious challenge for libertarianism about free will. In
broad outline, if an action is undetermined, then it appears to be a matter of luck whether or not one performs it. And if it is a matter of luck whether or not one
performs an action, then.
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